Dowsing - Part 1
e mystery school of the orgasm eld
9-month programme
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“I tell you the truth, if you had faith even
as small as a mustard seed”, Jesus told
them “you could say to this mountain,
‘Move from here to there,’ and it would
move. Nothing would be impossible.”
― Matthew 17:20

A spiritual search engine, an extradimensional google searching all that is
known for answers to everything from
anything.
- Antony Talmage

Dowsing is a process which serves as a theoretical wormhole into elds which connect us to the
higher consciousness eld of the Divine realm, the undi erentiated essence of existence.
Dowsing is a shortcut to psychic power: the bridge to the information eld of the mystery
schools which contains everything re uired to become a highly connected and intuitive being.
Dowsing empowers us to upgrade our operating system, beyond the limitations of the world.
Dowsing is a way of awakening and tuning in to information not available to our 5 senses,
coming from the non-local higher consciousness or universal mind.
In the double-slit experiment’s phenomena of “observers creating reality” nothing can exist in
this world unless it is brought on by human consciousness.
e universe is one large consciousness, and everything is part of that consciousness.
e common denominator that bridges the two elds is our human consciousness. It is the link
between the tangible local realm and the intangible non-local realm.
It is when we are in an altered state that we encounter the psychic realm.
When dowsers dowse, their minds are in an altered state.
HOW DOWSING WORKS
Everything has a uni ue fre uency.
A dowser can ask to be shown that fre uency and then can detect it.
e ideomotor e ect is the micro-movements within the body which react and make a
movement appear visible at the expression of the pendulum or rods.
In asking a uestion you are dialoguing with the eternal information matrix which knows
everything.
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uantum entanglement:
All subatomic particles which make up everything in the universe are somehow connected and
that any part of us will remain forever connected to will all other parts.
is is the basis for radionics:
A method for sending precisely de ned healing to people, animals or plants, no matter where
they are in the world.
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DOWSING FOR TRANSFORMATION

ere are 4 brain wave states a human being can function in.
Beta
Alpha
Delta
eta
Alpha is the state we want to fall into we want to when we do dowsing.
eta and delta are ideal but alpha is good enough.
BETA
e beta brain wave state is the one we function at most of the time in our day to day activities
ALPHA
e alpha brain state is the one we reach when we are in deep thought or in light meditation
DELTA
e delta brain wave state is the one reached when we are in deep sleep
THETA
e theta brain wave state is the one we reach when we are in deep meditation
GE ING STARTED WITH DOWSING
Start by connecting with the pendulum or rods
• Check yeses and nos with basic uestions
• Establish your yes, no and maybe
• Establish when you are ready to ask uestions
• If these answers don’t come naturally, begin the process of programming the answers.
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Hydrate well, drink lots of water before beginning the session
• Be present – meditate to bring yourself into presence before starting
• Come from a place of wholeness Is your dowsing based on need or greed?
• Write your uestions down on a pad
• Be speci c with uestions.
• Ask permission
• Focus intently on your tool
• Detach yourself from the answer
• Practice more
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THE HUMAN BRAIN WAVE STATES
e part of our brain that interact with the cosmic world is the intuitive right brain.
e part of our brain which connects with the local physical world is the le one.
Speci c experiments using EEG machines to study the brain states of dowsers have shown that
during dowsing the le and right sides of the brains unify to work together in harmony. is is
the holy grail for meditators, where beta alpha theta and delta brainwaves synchronise, and a
portal opens to the non-local eld.

• Double check your answers with an expert
• Eventually… be ready to lose your tools and use your organism as a tool instead.
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FURTHER READING
- Dowse Your Way to Psychic Power: e Ultimate Short-cut to Other Dimensions Paperback
April 9, 2014 by Anthony Talmage (Author)
- LE ER TO ROBIN -A Mini-Course in Pendulum Dowsing by Walt Woods
- Dowsing: A Journey Beyond Our Five Senses By Miller, Hamish

